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Are you INTU Pure,  
Clean Filtered Water?

And who isn’t?
“We are committed to providing clean 
safe, great tasting drinking water.”

Performance On Demand
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Designed for your kitchen, restaurant, hotel, care-home or commercial office there is 
no need to be without “boiling water on tap”. Our technology products deliver digitally 
controlled a pre-filtered hot water on demand, as well as regular hot and cold mixed 
water. It’s the most sustainable option for your kitchen - saving space while being safe, 
dependable and convenient for you, your family or workplace. 

Free yourself from kettle clutter (and liberate one more plug point)! Only heat the water 
you need, and save water as well as energy as a result. Our cutting edge tap technology 
system is available in eight stylish finishes to suit your kitchens theme and comes with  
cool touch and child-safe features for extra protection. 

Our digital touch-screen control is completely unique and also features a filter recognition 
system to notify you when to change your filter for most effective use. 

Our products are easily adjustable to provide high temperature water flow at your 
command. The colour digital display makes it easy to select the temperature to suit your 
needs, from 55ºC to 98ºC, showing the actual and selected temperature. And with our state 
of the art filter recognition system ‘telling you exactly when to change your filter’, we are 
way beyond the competition in keeping your products safe and protected; and you enjoy 
the health benefits of drinking pure filtered water, tasteless and odourless. “For the perfect 
cup of tea or coffee on tap.” 

Get INTU the kitchen revolution with INTU Evolution boiling water products.

We are INTU the Environment
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Are you also INTU  
the Environment?
“We are committed to reducing 
your carbon footprint.”

Welcome to the latest innovation from INTU Evolution; one of the world’s 

leading manufacturers of hot water, boiling water, filtered water and mixed 

water technology products.

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps



Normal hot and cold water is dispensed freely to your desired temperature 

and flow-rate through the simple to use swivel mixer lever, delivering all the 

controlled daily water you require. 
The recommended daily amount of clean pure water is 7 litres, that’s a lot of money if you’re buying bottled water!

Innovation for safety

For instant boiling water in your home, INTU Evolution is the simplest and safest 
choice. Hot filtered water at up to 98°C is quickly produced ( 7 minutes to full heat 
from cold between 3 - 6 minutes after normal use) through the tamper proof 
safety handle, which is double spring loaded for extra security. Activate the  
child-safe catch by pushing down on it, then twist and hold. As soon as you remove 
your hand, the safety catch returns to safe and is switched off - keeping your family 
safe throughout use.

The dispensed water runs independently through the centre of the spout  
ensuring your tap is always cool to the touch. The tap delivers a safe, controlled 
flow of water from the spout, eliminating any dangerous spitting or spurting  
and also features a unique 180° swivel spout for ease of use and accessibility.  
We have deliberately locked the tap so it can not fully rotate beyond the  
confines of the sink and sink unit; this also stops any potential for mistakes  
made during installation.

Water runs independently 

through the centre of the 

spout ensuring your tap is 

always cool to the touch.

We are INTU Safety.

We are INTU your Safety
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INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps



INTU your Hotels and Hospitality

This is where energy and water conservation really matters; with INTU Evolution you’re only using the 

exact amount of water you need. It’s been researched that 2/3 people overfill their kettle every-time 

it’s filled. That corresponds to a huge amount of CO2 waste every single day just here in the UK alone.  

Now, everyone is guilty of replacing used kettle water from fresh each time and INTU Evolution 

products are here to help save money for you, and to reduce the impact on the environment.

Our INTU boiling water taps are not just for making your Tea and Coffee, they can be used for 

cooking, cleaning and defrosting your car on a cold winters day. With our advanced boiling water 

tanks you can set the exact temperature required for your everyday tasks.

Perfect for multiple uses and designed to save you, your staff and your customers time and money.

7

INTU your Home

Join the kitchen revolution and learn all about the 

multiple benefits of owning what is fast becoming  

the new essential item for your kitchen.

Consumers are quickly catching onto the fact that boiling 
water provision in the kitchen has now greatly evolved and 
improved. Owning your own boiling water tap is proven to be 
convenient and safe for your family while also saving water 
and reducing energy consumption.

Now, it doesn’t stop there, the introduction of the filtered 
boiling water tap adds the additional option of pure filtered 
water straight from the tap. Don’t keep buying plastic bottles 
of filtered water, it’s now available straight from your tap!

All of our INTU taps are designed not just for style and 
function but also to benefit your pocket and your health. 
With this in mind we estimate that kettles will continue to 
disappear from the kitchen and households will become a 
safer and much greener place.

Take a look at our available tap styles and tanks and start 
planning how you will be spending the time and money you 
save whilst benefiting from the added convenience of an 
INTU product.

Boiling water for that instant hot 

drink or helping to prepare food 

with boiling filtered water.

Refreshing and re-hydrating 

filtered water. Just what you 

need after a long work out at 

the gym. 
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INTU your Business and  
Commercial Properties
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Many business premises have kitchen facilities 

for employees and visitors which can often 

become less than pleasant and occasionally have 

a build up of offensive odours. This not only 

reflects on the business but may breach basic 

health and safety legislation, spreading bacteria 

and germs amongst the users. With the addition 

of an INTU Evolution Boiling Water Product using 

hot water at between 55 to 98 degrees from 

the tap ensures the facilities and surfaces stay 

fresh, clean and appealing. This is also perfect for 

keeping those greasy dishes and pots clean.

Oh - and it will prove be very useful when you 

might just decide that you, your colleagues and 

visitors need a cup of tea or coffee, just an  

added bonus!

Even perfect for a cup or pot of Chinese tea or 

a Pot Noodle. The temperature is controlled by 

you, instantly from the digital LED control panel 

on the cistern.

INTU your Healthcare

8

Safety is one of our top priorities but not just for the home. Our INTU boiling water taps are 

designed to be super safe for all users and created to ensure that you don’t get scalded or 

burned while using our products.

Our hot water taps use a safety sprung handle to simply release hot water when you pressing down 

the safety button, twist the handle and keeping it twisted whilst you receive your boiling water. As 

soon as you release the handle it will spring back up and turn off the boiling water. If the button isn’t 

pushed down, or if you release the handle, the hot water is instantly terminated. Super safe and this 

will ensure your staff, family or residents don’t accidentally hurt themselves when using the tap.
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Our INTU boiling water taps deliver 

the hot water at a lower pressure to 

prevent the water from rushing out. 

All our taps come with a safety lock 

which is always active to stop people 

using the tap without pressing down 

the safety feature on the handle first. 

Which is simple whilst being safe  

and effective.

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps
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What about the Running Costs?

Is it going to be cheaper than using a kettle you ask? 

For most household or businesses the savings that come from using a boiling water tap will soon 

stack up. On average it costs 2.5o to boil a kettle, add them all up and you’ll soon be saving a lot of 

water, energy, time and money. Now who doesn’t want that?

Our INTU boiling water taps are not just designed to be cost effective , they are also designed to keep 

you healthy. Do you ever check the inside of your own kettle? If your in a hard water area you’ll need 

to de-scale your kettle regularly. With a boiling water tap from INTU Evolution our filter system  

stops any limescale build-up, keeping your water cleaner and healthier.

As an added bonus our boiling water tanks include a filter recognition system that lets you know 

when you need to replace your filter - doing this to keep your water and tap clean from limescale. 

Each of our range of taps require different filters so be sure to purchase the correct replacement  

for your tap.

Save both time and money with an INTU boiling water tap and keep you and your family healthy.

This looks fun right!

Blanch your vegetables 
straight from the tap in a 
pan. This saves water and 

energy plus conserves 
nutrients to keep you 

healthy!

Our environmental footprint has become ever more important. We are all acutely aware 
that we need to reduce water consumption and waste - poring stale old water from your 
kettle down the drain can stop. With an INTU boiling water tap - all this waste stops - 
IMMEDIATELY - now that is something we must all take seriously!
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We are INTU the Best  
Boiling Water Taps

INTU Evolution boiling water kitchen products are manufactured from the highest grade 

international food standard materials.

Our cutting edge technology 3-in-1 and 4-in-1 tap ranges have been developed since 2012 to include 

new tap styles and finishes, utilizing the latest technology and product innovation. 

Our heating cisterns with a new element design and improved insulation material is over 25% smaller 

than any other on the market yet still holds 2.4 litres of boiling water.

We follow a strict manufacturing discipline of safety first - WITH NO COMPROMISE!

If you are INTU boiling water on Tap: Welcome to INTU Evolution.
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Simplicity is the best form of design - by stripping 

down to only essential elements we create a  

compact, efficient and top quality product for you. 

Providing you with quick, safe and reliable instant 

filtered boiling water with beautiful styles and  

finishes to match your home or work environment.

Get INTU the kitchen revolution with INTU  
Evolution boiling water products.

INTU Boiling water taps, tanks and filters are designed 

so they are easy to install. Replacements filters can be 

replaced quickly and our filter recognition system lets 

you know exactly when its ready to replaced.

Top quality kitchen 

tap available in 

different ranges

Hot and cold  

mixer handle

180° swivel spout

Child-safe spring lock 

dispenser for instant 

boiling water

The company was established over 10 years ago, specialising since 

2009 in the manufacture and marketing of boiling water products 

for the Kitchen and patented deodorising systems and digital 

shower controls for the Bathroom.

Our products are now world leading in this field of technology 

focused safety products.

Our range of taps are crafted from solid brass in a choice of finishes 

including polished chrome, brushed nickel and matt black.

The all brass body ‘which all INTU Evolution taps are engineered 

from’ ensures an exceptional performance and life expectancy. With 

our high quality, durable finishes, the taps will give years of practical 

use whilst maintaining their great looks.

The quality and build of INTU Evolution products is clearly visible 

and self evident in the beautiful tap designs. Available in a choice of 

swan neck, square neck and swan pull-down taps we have a design 

which will compliment any modern kitchen.

INTU Evolution technologies are dedicated to  

improving and innovating.

“SAFETY IN YOUR KITCHEN.”

Get INTU our Tap  
Design Features

Get INTU Evolution -  
Get INTU our Business
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INTU Evolution boiling water kitchen products are manufactured from the highest grade 

international food standard materials. Match our products to your kitchen appliances  

and colour scheme for that extra luxury and design feature.

17

Get INTU the Colours

16

Brushed Copper - BC Matt Black - MB Brushed Nickel - BN Stainless Steel - SS

Brushed Gunmetal - GM Brushed Gold - BG Chrome - CP Midnight / Bronze - BR
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Get INTU matching the Colours in your Kitchen

Each of the colours shown above are available in our various tap styles - page 26 for more details

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps
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Get INTU the Styles

From the beauty and functionality of our unique curved-shaped pull-out tap to our 3-in-1 and 4-in-1 taps. 

Not only has beauty been crafted into our designs, but with a hot or cold pull-down spray function we 

provide all the convenience of the latest in boiling water tap developments and technologies.

Swan Spout Style Square Spout Style Pull-Down Spout Style

INTU innovation unites both mixer and boiling water tap functions within our boiling water taps.

A real space saver with a sleek design incorporating a child-safe push-and-turn feature.

Available in eight finishes - our INTU boiling water taps are created with all kitchen styles in mind. The 

choice is yours - choose between modern matt black or a more traditional chrome finish.  If you require 

something different we offer brushed copper or bronze options to suit your own personal creativity.

Each of our tap styles shown above are available in a range of stylish colours  - page 26 for more details

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps



Great for keeping 

things hygienic.

Just right for 

steaming your veg.

21

Our 3-in-1 filtered water taps; provides standard hot and cold mixed water from the right hand side of 
the tap, whilst providing pure filtered boiling water from the left.

Our 4-in-1 filtered water taps; provides standard hot mixed water and pure filtered cold mixed water 
from the right hand side of the tap, whilst providing pure filtered boiling water from the left. 

Our 4-in-1 filtered water tap with pull down spray; the ultimate convenience of the above products 
whilst allowing the total flexibility to clean your pots and sink surfaces with weighted handset and 
individual on/off controls built into the spray handset.

And with our filters removing 99% of water bound contaminations ‘including Chlorine’, all you taste in 
your drink is what YOU decide to drink! : Coffee, Tea and refreshing pure plain water like never before 
- and all directly from your INTU Evolution tap!
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Get INTU the Knowledge

4-in-1 filtered spray tap4-in-1 filtered water tap3-in-1 filtered water tap

Get INTU the Quality

Our range of taps are crafted from solid brass in a choice of finishes including polished chrome plate, 

brushed nickel, brushed gold, brushed gunmetal, midnight black with bronze detailing, brushed copper 

and matt black.

The all brass body ensures an exceptional performance and life expectancy. With a highest global 

standards of finish, our taps will give years of practical use whilst maintaining its great looks.

The quality build of INTU products is clearly visible and self evident with these  
beautiful tap designs. With a choice of swan neck, square neck and pull-down  
spray taps we have a design which compliments any modern kitchen.

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps
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Get INTU our Products Tank features Tap features

Actual temperature

Increase 

temperature

On/off

Decrease temperature

Filter recognition

Heating indicator

Dual lever 3 in 1 

kitchen mixer tap in 

a chrome or brushed 

finish and a variety of 

colours and styles

Non-pressurised 

‘powder coated 

‘carbon steel or 

PET aircraft grade 

polymer’ instant 

boiling water tank

Filter housing and 

filter block to pair 

with boiling tank

All connectors from 

tank to tap and filter

• Easy to read, touch sensitive LED digital  
temperature display (except Solo Products)

• Durable powder coated carbon steel case or PET 
aircraft grade polymer

• All materials certified to world recognised food 
safety standards

• Accurate Temperature Control +/- 1 degree

• 5 temperature settings - 75, 85, 90, 95, & 98 degrees 
to assist energy conservation (except Solo Products)

• 2.4 litres stored water capacity

• Source – 230v – 50Hz

• Power – 1500 watts

• Overall size – 334mm x 225mm

• Plugs in to standard UK socket

• Safety shut off

• Compatible with all water pressures

• No External Venting/Draining Required

• ROHS compliant

• Includes manufacturers standard parts  
and components

• Precision engineered brass body and spout

• Polished chrome or brushed finishes available

• Cool to the touch handles and spout

• Consumer friendly safety lock on boiling water side

• Hot and cold standard mixing valve on mixed  
water side

• Complete with a 10 year guarantee

• All materials certified to world recognised  
food safety standards

• Certified to world recognized food  
preparation standards

• Filter Features
• INTU Limescale Filter and Filter Element
• PP Filter Block
• Nano Carbon Paper - Carbon Block 3M Crystal 

Ball/PP Salt
• WRAS Approved

• INTU Profile1 Replacement Filter
• Nano Carbon Paper Carbon Block
• WRAS Approved

• INTU Premier 1 Replacement Filter

• Nano Carbon Paper - Carbon Block 3M Crystal 
Ball / PP Salt

• WRAS Approved
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What’s included?

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps
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Get INTU our  
Boiling Water Tanks
• Filter recognition system (except Solo Products)

• Touch sensitive LED Display (except Solo Products)

• Safety thermal cut off

• Temperatures controllable from 55 - 98 degrees 
(except Solo Products)

• Tamper proof safety design

• WRAS Approved

• International Food Grade Components

• CE Approved

• ROHS Approved

Solo Noir Solo White Response

Luxe NoirLuxe White
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For the budget conscious we offer our simple 98c  
on/off Solo boiling water cisterns.

To maintain your budget but go digital we 
offer our digital Response water cistern.

Go for pure luxury and enjoy state 
of the art technologies with filter 
monitoring systems.

For this we offer our fully digital Luxe 
water cisterns.

These products suit every tap style we 
offer, including the very latest 4-in-1 
taps and 4-in-1 pull-down spray taps.

4-in-1 taps offer filtered hot, cold and 
boiling water on the left hand side of 
the tap and normal mixed water on 
the right hand side of the tap.

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps



INTU Asprey Luxe Collection
This 3-in-1 swan neck boiling water tap collection comes with a single filter system and the 
choice of our technologically advanced noir or white luxe tank with built-in filter recognition.

Perfect for the everyday hustle and bustle of the busy british home
Traditional, safe, convenient and cost efficient
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Tap colour :
Brushed Nickel

LUBNSWNOIR / LUBNSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Chrome plated

LUCPSWNOIR / LUCPSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Stainless Steel

LUSSSWNOIR / LUSSSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Copper

LUBCSWNOIR / LUBCSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Gun Metal

LUGMSWNOIR / LUGMSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Gold

LUBGSWNOIR / LUBGSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Matt Black

LUMBSWNOIR / LUMBSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Midnight / Bronze

LUBBSWNOIR / LUBBSWWHITE

Inc VAT

£838.80

Inc VAT

£814.80

Inc VAT

£838.80

Inc VAT

£898.80

Inc VAT

£874.80

Inc VAT

£898.80

Inc VAT

£898.80

Inc VAT

£898.80

RRP

£699

RRP

£679

RRP

£699

RRP

£749

RRP

£729

RRP

£749

RRP

£749

RRP

£749

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps
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INTU Expression Luxe Collection
This 3-in-1 square neck boiling water tap collection comes with a single filter system and the 
choice of our technologically advanced noir or white luxe tank with built-in filter recognition.

Perfect for the everyday hustle and bustle of the busy british home
Stylish, safe, convenient and cost efficient

Inc VAT

£838.80

Inc VAT

£814.80

RRP

£699

RRP

£679

Tap colour :
Brushed Nickel

LUBNSQNOIR / LUBNSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Chrome plated

LUCPSQNOIR / LUCPSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Stainless Steel

LUSSSQNOIR / LUSSSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Copper

LUBCSQNOIR / LUBCSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Gun Metal

LUGMSQNOIR / LUGMSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Gold

LUBGSQNOIR / LUBGSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Matt Black

LUMBSQNOIR / LUMBSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Midnight / Bronze

LUBBSQNOIR / LUBBSQWHITE

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps

Inc VAT

£898.80

Inc VAT

£874.80

Inc VAT

£898.80

Inc VAT

£898.80

Inc VAT

£898.80

RRP

£749

RRP

£729

RRP

£749

RRP

£749

RRP

£749

Inc VAT

£838.80

RRP

£699
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INTU Form Luxe Collection
This 4-in-1 spray neck boiling water tap collection comes with both a single and double filter 
system and the choice of our noir or white luxe tank with built-in filter recognition.

Perfect for the cooking enthusiast and the gadget lovers 
Flexible, safe, convenient and environmentally friendly

Tap colour :
Brushed Gold

LUBGSPNOIR / LUBGSPWHITE

Tap colour :
Chrome plated

LUCPSPNOIR / LUCPSPWHITE

Tap colour :
Matt Black

LUMBSPNOIR / LUMBSPWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Nickel

LUBNSPNOIR / LUBNSPWHITE

Inc VAT

£1114.80

Inc VAT

£1054.80

Inc VAT

£1114.80

Inc VAT

£1078.80

RRP

£929

RRP

£879

RRP

£929

RRP

£899

Visit us online for 

more great products 

and inspiration!

theboilngwatertapcompany.co.uk

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps
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INTU Elite Luxe Collection
This 4-in-1 swan neck filtered boiling water tap collection comes with a double filter system 
and the choice of our noir or white luxe tank with built-in filter recognition.

Perfect for environmentalists and health conscious people
Healthy, safe, convenient and environmentally friendly

Inc VAT

£1054.80

Inc VAT

£994.80

Inc VAT

£1054.80

Inc VAT

£1018.80

RRP

£879

RRP

£829

RRP

£879

RRP

£849
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Visit us online for 

more great products 

and inspiration!

theboilngwatertapcompany.co.uk

Tap colour :
Brushed Gold

LUBGFLNOIR / LUBGFLWHITE

Tap colour :
Chrome plated

LUCPFLNOIR / LUCPFLWHITE

Tap colour :
Matt Black

LUMBFLNOIR /  LUMBFLWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Nickel

LUBNFLNOIR / LUBNFLWHITE

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps32
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INTU Filter systems and replacement filters

INTU CRF
Replacement calcium filter

CRF101

Single filter
Single filter

CCFH101

INTU CCRF
Replacement carbon & calcium filter

CCRF101

INTU CCF
Double filter

CCF

Inc VAT

£36.00

Inc VAT

£52.80

Inc VAT

£40.80

Inc VAT

£105.60

RRP

£30

RRP

£44

RRP

£34

RRP

£88

INTU Accessories
PRV - Protect yourself from water pressure build up or reduce energy consumption by 
programming your boiler to operate at certain times during the day.

Intelligent Energy Switch - Take full control of your INTU boiling water tank. This device 
is perfect for those who don’t want to leave appliances working while out the house or 
overnight. Programmed by an easy to use free App and Amazon voice compatible.

INTU Response tank

INTU PRV
Pressure reducing valve

PRV101

Tank colour :
Noir

RESNOIRCOM

INTU Intelligent Energy Switch
Wifi Connected Intelligent Energy Switch

IES101

RRP

£32

RRP

£629

RRP

£30

Inc VAT

£38.40

Inc VAT

£754.80

Inc VAT

£36.00

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps
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INTU Asprey Solo Collection
This 3-in-1 swan neck boiling water tap collection comes with a single filter system and the 
choice of our simpler noir or white solo tank.

Perfect for the everyday hustle and bustle of the busy british home
Traditional, safe, convenient and simple

Inc VAT

£682.80

Inc VAT

£658.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

RRP

£569

RRP

£549

RRP

£599

RRP

£599

RRP

£599

RRP

£599

RRP

£599

RRP

£599

Tap colour :
Brushed Nickel

SOBNSWNOIR / SOBNSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Chrome plated

SOCPSWNOIR / SOCPSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Stainless Steel

SOSSSWNOIR / SOSSSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Copper

SOBCSWNOIR / SOBCSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Gun Metal

SOGMSWNOIR / SOGMSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Gold

SOBGSWNOIR / SOBGSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Matt Black

SOMBSWNOIR / SOMBSWWHITE

Tap colour :
Midnight / Bronze

SOBBSWNOIR / SOBBSWWHITE

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps36
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INTU Expression Solo Collection
This 3-in-1 square neck boiling water tap collection comes with a single filter system and the 
choice of our simpler noir or white solo tank.

Perfect for the everyday hustle and bustle of the busy british home
Stylish, safe, convenient and simple

Inc VAT

£682.80

Inc VAT

£658.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

Inc VAT

£718.80

RRP

£599

RRP

£579

RRP

£629

RRP

£629

RRP

£629

RRP

£629

RRP

£629

RRP

£629

Tap colour :
Brushed Nickel

SOBNSQNOIR / SOBNSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Chrome plated

SOCPSQNOIR / SOCPSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Stainless Steel

SOSSSQNOIR / SOSSSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Copper

SOBCSQNOIR / SOBCSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Gun Metal

SOGMSQNOIR / SOGMSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Brushed Gold

SOBGSQNOIR / SOBGSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Matt Black

SOMBSQNOIR / SOMBSQWHITE

Tap colour :
Midnight / Bronze

SOBBSQNOIR / SOBBSQWHITE

38



INTU Solo Collection
This solo swan neck boiling water tap collection comes with a single filter system and the 
choice of our simpler noir or white solo tank.

Perfect for the trend setter and lover of simplicity
Simple, stylish, safe and convenient

Tap colour :
Brushed Nickel

SOBNSONOIR / SOBNSOWHITE

Tap colour :
Chrome plated

SOCPSONOIR / SOCPSOWHITE

Inc VAT

£790.80

Inc VAT

£754.80

RRP

£659

RRP

£629
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Get INTU More Choice

Luxe White & Chrome Collection

Both our Luxe White & Noir Collections have the option to choose one of our 4 stunning styles.

TOP TIP: If you want a different colour tap you can build your own collection; use the charts  
above to help you to choose exactly what meets your needs and budget.

Mix and Match
Compatibility 
Chart

3-in-1 tap 
& filter

4-in-1 tap 
& filter

4-in-1 pull-down 
spray tap & filter

Luxe Noir 3 3 3

Luxe White 3 3 3

Solo Noir 3 3

Solo White 3 3

Response 3 3

Colour Availability  
Chart

3-in-1 tap 
& filter

4-in-1 tap 
& filter

4-in-1 pull-down 
spray tap & filter

Brushed Gunmetal 3 3 3

Brushed Gold 3 3

Chrome Plated 3 3 3

Midnight / Bronze 3 3

Brushed Copper 3 3

Matt Black 3 3 3

Brushed Nickel 3 3 3

Stainless Steel 3 3

Luxe Noir & Chrome Collection

INTU Evolution Boiling Water Taps40



INTU Evolution is a business and brand of AET Global Group – www.aetglobalgroup.com

A British Brand since 2009

Performance On Demand 

Suite 2, First Floor,

Hearle House,

Unit 5 East Terrace,

Euxton Lane,

Chorley, Preston,

Lancashire,

PR7 6TB.

intuevolution.co.uk

theboilingwatertapcompany.co.uk


